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Abstract 
Bandelt, H.-J. and H.M. Mulder, Pseudo-median graphs are join spaces, Discrete Mathematics 
109 (1992) 13-26. 
Median graphs are known to share a number of geometrica! properties with Euclidean space, 
as is testified by the fact that median graphs ale (c!osed) join spaces-the segments of the 
associated join space being the geodesic intervals of the graph. As is shown in this paper the 
median join space model extends to a larger class of graphs, viz.: the pseudo-median graphs. A 
pseudo-median graph possesses for each triple U, v, w of vertices either a unique median vertex 
(lying geodesically between each pair of u, v, w) or a unique pseudo-median triangle (the edges 
of which are on geodesics between two of N, v, w each). The problem of characterizing all 
graphs giving rise to join spaces remains open. 
Introduction 
Join geometry was created by Prenowitz and Jantosciak [18] ‘to reorient and 
revitalize classical geometry’. A join geometry alias join space is composed of a 
set X and a join operation in X subject to certain axioms reflecting the basic 
properties of line segments in Euclidean space. Although the theory of join 
spaces was designed for Euclidean, spherical, and related geometry, it may (at 
least to its fundamentals) apply equally well to discrete objects such as finite 
algebras, lattices, or graphs-provided that the postulates are translated into ones 
accounting for closed segments rather than open segments. And in fact, 
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distributive lattices are join spaces in this sense, as was first noticed by Varlet 
[2I]. One common feature of Euclidean or spherical geometry and distributive 
lattices (already observed by Ellis [lo] and now belonging to the folklore of join 
spaces) is the Kakutani separation property, which amounts to the Stone 
representation theorem in the case of distributive lattices. The distributive lattice 
model includes the Cartesian (closed) join model of [ 181, but on the other hand, 
distributive lattices and, more generally, median algebras (which were recognized 
as join spaces by Nieminen [17]; cf. [2]) embed as subspaces in higher- 
dimensional Cartesian join cpaces (i.e., rectilinear spaces). In the discrete case, 
median algebras can be regarded as median graphs: these graphs have the salient 
property that for each triple of vertices there is a unique vertex geodesically (i.e., 
on shortest paths) between them. In this graph model of a median join space the 
segment between two vertices is the associated interval, that is, the set of all 
vertrces which are on geodesics betweet the two vertices_ Now, is there a natural 
way to extend the median graph model of a join space to a larger class of graphs 
which are not so intimately related to Cartesian join spaces? Yes, there is. 
Following [4] call a graph G pseudo-n. Tdian, if for each triple u, XJ, w of vertices 
there exists either a unique vertex geodesically between u, 21, w (if the three 
distances between K, v, w add up to an even number), or a unique triangle the 
edges of which lie on geodesics between U, v, w (if the distances between cd, v, w 
add up to an odd number). Thus, bipartite pseudo-median graphs are just median 
graphs, while. for instance simplices (i.e., complete graphs) with more than two 
vertices are nonbipartite pseudo-median graphs. Then our main result is the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1. A pseudo-median graph is a join space, the segments bei:zg the sets of 
vertices geodesically between two vertices. 
To gave the read,. a nr 91 idea of how pseudo-median graphs may look like, let us 
begin with three easy examples- of pseudo-median graphs. Firstiy, a 
hyperoctahedron H is a graph each vertex of which is adjacent to all other vertices 
but exactly one. Thus, a hyperoctahedron H with 2n vertices (where, by abuse of 
language, n may be smaller than 4) is just the vertex-edge skeleton of a 
cross-polytope in n-dimensional space. Secondly, a wheel consats of a circuit and 
a vertex adjacent to all vertices of that circuit. Finally a snake is a triangulation of 
a circuit (a path-like 2-tree). Every wheel and every snake and each induced 
subgraph of a hypercctahedron gives a join space, where a segment u ov is the set 
of vertices geodesically between u and v. 
The main result in [4] is that we can obtain ail pseudo-median graphs from 
these elementary examples by applying two kinds of operations. The first is the 
spatial Cartesian product of fW0 graphs, where ‘special’ refers to the restriction 
tilat at least one factor is bipartite. For instance, multiplying n single edges results 
in an n-dimensional hypercube. The second is the gated amalgamation of graphs 
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G, and G2 by which two isomorphic gated subgraphs of G, res . G2 are identified. 
Here ‘gated’ means that for each vertex x outside the subgraph there exists a 
vertex i in the subgraph such that every other vertex y of the subgraph is linked 
to x by some geodesic passing through R; cf. [4]. 
Join spaces and convexities 
Concerning the notions and basic propeities of join structures and convex 
structures we will closely follow the forthcoming book [23] of van de Vel. A join 
operator 0 on a set X is a mapping from X x X to the power set of X subject to 
further axioms. Then u 0 u is called the join of u and v (or the segmenr between u 
and v). The extension at u from v is given by 
For two subsets U, V of X, the join U 0 V and the extension U/V are the union of 
all u ov and u/v, respectively, with u E U and v E I/. Now. (X, 0) is a join space, if 
it satisfies the fo!lowing five axioms for u, v, w, x E X. 
Closedness: u E u 0 v. 
Idempotency: u 0 u = (u}. 
Commutativity: u 0 v = v 0 u. 
Associativity: u 0 (v 0 w) = (u 0 v) 0 w. 
Pasch property: (u/v) n (w/x) f 0 implies (u ox) n (v 0 w) # 0. 
Note that these axioms are essentially the axioms for closed joins sensu Prenowitz 
and Jantosciak [18]. Accordingly, one would interpret u 0 v in Euclidean space as 
the closed line segment between u and v. The above axioms are also satisfied by a 
sphere of any dimension with respect to its strong convexity: then the join of u 
and v is the closed geodetic arc between u and v, if u and v are not antipodal, 
else it is the whole sphere. Both Euclidean space and sphere fulfill an additional 
property for joins -which is the ‘closed version’ of an axiom required for the 
convexity spaces sensu Bryant and Webster [6], cf. van de VeE j23]. 
Ramification property. (u 0 v) n (u 0 w) # {u} implies v E u 0 w or w E u 0 v. 
We do not assume this to be an axiom for the join structures under 
consideration; for a brief discussion of join spaces with the ramification property, 
see the concluding section. A convex set in a join space is a set C of the form 
C = Co C. The notion of a convex set does not really depend on that of a join 
operator. A convex structure (X, ‘%) is a set X with a system % of subsets of X 
closed under all intersections and under unions of nested families. Then % is 
called a convexity, and its members are called convex sets. The closure operator 
associated with % gives the convex hulls in X. So far, this is the general 
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framework of abstract convexity, as is outlined, for instance, in Soltan’s book 
[19]. Additional specific properties of convex structures are of interest then; e.g., 
the subsequent axioms are quite prominent (cf. Kay and WornrYe [ 131). A 
halfspace H is a convex set with convex complement; H is nontrivial if H is 
neither the empty set nor the whole space. 
JHC (Join-hull commutativity). If C E X is a convex set and if u E X, then the 
convex hull of {u } U C equals the union of the convex hulls of {u, 
vow = {v, w}, wax = {w, x}, xou = (x, u), uow =X, VOX = {v, w, x> and 
v ox = X respectively. If, however, one additionally requires that the convexity of 
a join space (X, 0) has Helly number 2 (i.e., any finite family of pairwise 
intersecting sets has a non-empty intersection), then the graph G of (X, 0) is a 
median graph such that the segments u 0 v coincide with the intervals I(u, v) of G. 
Recall that the interval I(u. v) between u and v in a graph G is the set 
l(u, v) = {w 1 d(u, v) = d(u, w) + d(v, w)}, 
where d is the distance function of G (cf. Mulder [15]). Accordingly, a set C is 
(geodesically) convex in G, if I(u, v) E c’ for all u, u E C. The corresponding 
convexity of G is called the geodesic convexity of G (for alternative convexities 
defined on a graph, see Duchet [9] or Bandelt [l] for pertinent references). Then 
the median graphs with their geodesic convexities are precisely the join spaces 
having finite segments and Helly number 2; see van de Vel [22,23]. For related 
characterizations of n.edian graphs in terms of convex sets, see Mulder and 
Schrijver [16] and Evans [ 1 l] (cf. Bandelt and Hedlikova ]2]). 
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Pseudo-median graphs 
A graph G is pseudo-modular, if for every triple u, V, w of vertices there exists 
either a median vertex which is on a geodesic between each pair of u, U, w or a 
pseudo-median triangle whose edges are on geodesics between the three pairs of 
u, V, w. Now, if in a pseudo-modular graph G, for each triple u, V, W, the 
median vertex or pseudo-median triangle is unique, then G is a pseudo-median 
graph. Note that the intersection of intervals I(u, V) and I(u, w) in a pseudo- 
median graph is always an interval of the form I(u, x), where x is either the 
median vertex of u, V, w or that vertex on the pseudo-median triangle of u, U, w 
closest to u. A pseudo-median graph has the following property (and is actually 
characterized by this, see [3,4]): if 1 s d(v, w) d 2 and d(u, v) = d(u, w) = k 2 2 
for some vertices u, u, w, then there is a unique vertex adjacent to both v and w 
and at distance k - 1 from u. Pseudo-median graphs are characterized among 
pseudo-mbdular graphs by the four forbidden induced subgraphs hown in Fig. 1; 
see [4]. 
For the proof of the main result we need a particular instance of [5] Lemma 2. 
Lemma 2. Let u, v, w, x be vertices of a pseudo-median graph G such that uw, 
wx are edges of G and v, w, x have distance k 2 2 to u. Then u, w, x have a 
common neighbour y at distance k - 1 to u. 
Proof of the theorem 
In accordance with Lemma 1 we shall show that a pseudo-median graph G 
(with respect to its geodesic convexity) satisfies S4 and JHC. In order to prove Sq, 
we must first get an idea of how the halfspaces are located in G. Such information 
is also of value in the further study of pseudo-median join spaces, since separating 
halfspaces in pseudo-rnvul p”‘an graphs will play a role somewhat analogous to that 
of separating hyperplanes in Euclidean space. It turns out that any halfspace of G 
(together with its complement) is determined by a partition of the common 
neighbourhood of some edge into two simplices. The common neighbourhood of 
a vertex pair u, 21 consists of all vertices adjacent to both u and V. Observe that 
the common neighbourhood of a vertex pair in a pseudo-median graph gives an 
induced subgraph of a hyperoctahedron. 
Fig. 1. Pseudo-modular graphs which are not pseudo-median. 
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Proposition 2. Let G be a pseudo-median graph. Then subsets H and H’ of the 
vertex set of G are nontrivial halfspaces if and only if there are an edge uv of G 
and a partition of the common neighbourhood of u and v into simplices X and Y 
such that u E X, v E Y, and H consists of all vertices closer to at least one vertex in 
X than to v and H’ consists of all vertices closer to at least one vertex in Y than to 
u. 
Proof. First let H be a nontrivial halfspace, and let H’ be its complementary 
halfspace. Since G is connected, there is an edge ccv with u in H and v in H’. !,et 
X be the set of common neighbours of u and v lying in H, and let Y be the set of 
those lying in H’. Since H is convex and v is not in H, it follows that X is a 
simplex. Furthermore, the set Ht, of all vertices closer to some vertex of X U {u} 
than to v is contained in H. Similarly, the set Hi, of all vertices closer to some 
vertex of Y U {v} than to u is contained in H’. Recall that, for any vertex w with 
d(u, w) = d(v, w), there exists a common neighbour x of u and v with 
d(w, x) = d(w, u) - 1 = d(w, v) - 1. So H,, and Hi, partition the vertex set of G, 
whence H = H,,. 
To prove the converse we first introduce some notation (cf. [14], where similar 
notation was introduced to study median graphs; see also [ 15,4]). 
Let uv be an arbitrary edge of G, and let N be the common neighbourhood “f 
u, v in G. Then we write 
w;v = (w 1 d(u, w) < d(v, w)}, 
F ‘Iv = {xy 1 xy edge with x E WE” and y E WY), 
UV u, = {w E Wi” 1 w incident with some edge in ,I(“}, 
A;,’ = Wr n -WY, for x E N, 
A u”= U A,““_ 
XEN 
We commence with some preliminary observations. Note that At” consists of 
all vertices w with d(u, w) = d(v, w) such that u, v, x is the pseudo-median 
triangle for u, v, w. By unicity of pseudo-median triangles it follows that 
A,” f-~ A;” =0, for any two distinct common neighbours x and y of u and v. 
Clearly _AuV ;r l ha .J cllb set of all veiticcs having equal distance to u and v, so the sets 
W?, Wr, A”” partition the vertex set 0; G. Furthermore, the sets A:“‘(x E N) 
partition A” “. For any x in h’, we have 
WEv u A,“” = WE” U Wzv. 
By definition, for any w in WEI’, we have I(w, u) E WE”, and, for any x in N and 
w in A,““, we have I(w, x) c A,““. Hence Wz’ and A,“” induce connected subgraphs 
of G. In the sequel we make use of these observations without mention. 
Now we fix an arbitrary edge uv with common neighbourhood N (which may 
be empty). For convenience we delete the superscript uv from the above sets 
associated with this edge uv. The proof is split into a number of steps. 
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Step 1. If xy E F with x E U[‘, then d(x, u) = d(y, v). 
Since x is in W4 and y is in W1, with x and y being adjacent, we have 
d(x, u) = d(x, v) - 1 d d(y, v) = d(y, u) - 1 d d(x, u). 
Step 2. F is a matching. 
Assume the contrary, and let, say, x in U,, be adjacent to two distinct vertices y 
and z in U,,. Set d(u, x) = k. Then, by Step 1, we have d(v, y) = d(v, z) = k. So 
there exists a common neighbour w of y and z with d(v, w) = k - 1. Then, 
clearly, w is in I(y, v) E W,, so that d(w, u) = k. Note that d(u, y) = d(u, z) = 
k + 1. But now w and x are two distinct common neighbours of y and z with 
d(u, w) = d( u, x) = d(u, y) - 1, which is forbidden. Therefore F is a matching. 
Step 3. If w E L’,,, then I(w, u) c U,,. 
b’e prove the assertion by induction d(w, u). For d(w, u) d 1 the assertion is 
trivial. So assume that d(w, u) = k > 1, and let z be the neighbour of w in U,,. 
Then, by Step 1, we have d(w, u) = d(z, v) = k. Let x be any neighbour of w in 
I(w, u). Note that x is in W,. Then 
d(x, v) = d(x, u) + 1 = d(w, u) = k. 
So there is a common neighbour y of x and z with d(y, v) = d(z, v) - 1 = k - 1. 
Clearly, y is in 1(z, v), and thus y is in W,. Hence x is in U,,; and by induction 
I(& 4 c U,,. 
In the next step we prove that the sets W;, and W,, associated with uv are 
independent of the choice of the edge from F, that is, for any edge in F the 
associated W-sets, U-sets and A-sets coincide with those of uv. 
Step4. IfpqEFwithpEU,, then Wsy=W andWT=W andthusUy=U”, 
Ugq = U,,, Fpy = F, and Apy = A. FurthermLre, for x E i,’ if r, p, q is the 
pseudo-median triangle for x, p, q, then Afq = A,. 
To start with, let p be adjacent to u, so that, by Step 1, q is adjacent to v. 
First we prove that WFq = Wi and Wz4 = W,. Clearly, it suffices to prove that 
W, E Wgq, and likewise W,, E Wgq. For, u is in WY and v is in Wcq, and so uv is 
in Fp4 , so that the converse inclusions iollow by interchanging the roles of uv and 
P4. 
Choose a vertex w in W,,, where d(w, u) = k = d(w, v) - 1. Then we have 
k-l<d(w,p)sk+l, and kcd(w,q)<k+2. 
If d(w, p) = k - 1, then we are done. If d(w, p) = k, then d(w, q)f k, for 
otherwise, by Lemma 2, there is a common neighbour of ~1, p, and q in I(w, u) 
which creates a conflict with Step 2, and we are done. Finally, if d(w, p) = k + 1, 
then d(w, q) # k + 1. For otherwise, by Lemma 2, there is a common neighbour r 
of p, q, and v (with d(w, r) = k), whence u and r are two distinct neighbours of p 
and v with d(w, u) = d(w, r) = k = d(w, p) - 1 = d(w, v) - 1. By pseudo- 
modularity, we would have a common neighbour s of u and r with d(w, s) = 
d(w, v) - 2. And this would produce a forbidden subgraph. Similarly, if 
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d(w, 4) = k, then u and q would be two distinct common neighbours of p and 2r 
with d(w, U) = d(w, q) = k. So we have d(w, q) = k + 2, and again we are done. 
Now let x be a common neighbour of u and V, so that x is in A = Ap”. Then let 
I, p, Q be the pseudo-median triangle for x, p, q. If x = r, then (by symmetry) it 
suffices to prove that A, 5 A, py. Take any w in A, with d(w, x) = k. Then we have 
d(w, u) = d(w, v) =k+l, so that kcd(w,p)=d(w,q)<k+l. If d(w,p)=k, 
then, by Lemma 2, we have a common neighbour s of p, q, x which is not 
adjacent to u. Thus we get one of the forbidd”ar graphs of Fig. 1. Hence 
d(w, p) = d(w, y) = d( w, x) + 1, and we are done. If x # t, then x is adjacent to r 
and d(u, r) = d(v, r) = 2 = d(x, p) = d(x, q). Then rq is an edge between lVy and 
Wtw. So, by the above argument, we have WFq = WC”, and analogously, 
I@?” = WY, whence Af? = w;q n w;p = wx,v n w=,, = A,. 
Using Step 3 we deduce the general case d(p, u) 2 1 by induction on d(u, p). 
Step 5. The set W,, is convex. 
Assume the contrary, and let p and q be vertices in W;, such that I(p, q) $ W,, 
with d(p, q) = n as small as possible. Clearly n 2 2. Recall that I(p, u) U 
I(u, (I) c WU. It is evident that neither p nor q can be a median vertex of u, p, q. 
Also, since n 22, at least one of p and q, let us say p, is not involved in a 
pseudo-median triangle for u, p, q. Let x be the median vertex of u, p, q or the 
vertex on the pseudo-median triangle for u, p, q closest to p. Then I(p, x) = 
I(p, u) n I(p, q) s W;,, and moveover, by the choice of p, we have d(p, x) 2 1. 
Because of minimality of n, we can find a neighbour z of p in I(p, q) that is not in 
W,. Note that d(x, p) c d(x, z) as well as d(u, p) c d(u, z). Set d(u, p) = k b 1, 
so that d(v, p) = k + 1. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1. d(x, z) = d(x, p). 
Let y, p, z be the pseudo-median triangle for x, p, z. Note that we have 
d(u, p) = d(u, z) as well, and that y, p, z is also the pseudo-median triangle for 
u, p, z. Then d(u, z) = k - 1 and d(v, y) = k. Since z is not in W,,, we have 
d(v, z) d d(u, L) = k, whence d(v, z) = k = d(v, p) - 1. Therefore we can find a 
veiiex w adjacent to both y and z with d(v, w) = k - 1. Note that w cannot be 
adjacent to p. Also as y and z are neighbours of p in I(p, q), there is a common 
neighbour w’ of y and z with d(q, w’) = n - 2 = d(q, y) - 1. If w and w’ were 
distinct, then p, y, z, w, w’ would induce a forbidden subgraph. So w = w’. 
Because of minimality of n, we know that w is in WU, so that d(u, w) = 
d(v, w) - 1 = k - 2. On the other hand, w being adjacent to z, we have 
d(u, w) 2 d(u, z) - 1 = k - 1. This contradiction settles Case 1. 
Case 2. d(x, z) = d(x, p) + 1, and d(u, z) = k. 
Since d(v, p) = k + 1, we have d(v, z) 3 k. So, for z to be outside W;,, we must 
have d(v, z) = k. Let y be a neighbour of p in I(x, p). Note that y is not adjacent 
to z, because d(x, z) = d(x, y) + 2. Furthermore we have d(q, y) = n - 1, 
d(u, y) = k - 1 and d(v, y) = k. Let w be a common neighbour of y and z with 
d(q, w) = d(q, y) - 1. Then we have k sd(u, w) 3 k - 1. Now, if d(u, w) = k, 
then, by Lemma 2, there is a common neighbour y’ of w, z, p with 
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d(u, y ‘) = k - 1. This produces a conflict with the existence of y which is adjacent 
to p and w but not to z. So we have d(u, w) = k - 1. By minimality of n, the 
vertex w lies in W,(, whence d(v, w) = k. Now, again by Lemma 2, there is a 
common neighbour t of w, y, z with d(v, t) = k - 1. Since d(v, p) = k + 1, the 
vertices t, w, y, z, p induce a forbidden subgraph, by which Case 2 is settled. 
Case 3. d(u, z) = k + 1. 
Let y be a neighbour of p in I(p, x). Then d(u, y) = k - 1 and y is not adjacent 
to z. Let w be a common nerghbour of y and z with d(q, w) = d(q, y) - 1 = n - 2. 
Then, necessarily, we have d(u, w) = k. By minimality of n, we have d(v, w) = 
k + 1. Since y is already a common neighbour of w and p with d(v, y) = k = 
d(v, w) - 1, it follows that d(v, z) 2: k, whence d(v, z) 2 k + 1. On the other 
hand, by Lemma 2, d(v, z) # k i- 1, since y is not adjacent to z. This impossibility 
settles Case 3, by which Step 5 is done. 
Step 6. For x E N, the set W,( U A, is convex. 
Recall that W,, LJ A, = W[, U WY. By Step 5, the sets W,, and WY are convex. 
Assume that W, U A, is not convex, and let p in W,,\W”,” and q in WF\ W, be 
vertices such that Z(p, q) is not contained in W, U A,. Note that we have 
d(p, x) = d(p, v) = d(p, u) + 1 and d(q, u) = d(q, v) = d(q, x) + 1. We may as- 
sume that p and q are such that d(p, q) = n is as small as possible. From Step 4 it 
follows that we may assume that u is a vertex in U,, with d(p, u) = k as small as 
possible, so that Z(p, u j f~ U, = {u}. Note that any neighbour t of v in Z(p, v) 
distinct from u must be adjacent to u. For, by Step 2, the vertex t cannot be in 
WU. Moreover, if t is in WV, then we can find a common neighbour s of u and c in 
Z(p, u) E W;, with d(p, s) = d(p, u) - 1. Then s is in U, which conflicts with the 
minimality of d(p, u) = k. Since u, v, x is the pseudo-median triangle for u, v, q? 
the only common neighbour of u and v in Z(q, v) is x. Hence we have 
I(p, v) f-I GJ, 4) = {v). 
Since u and x are adjacent, this implies that u, v, x is the pseudo-median triangle 
for p, v, q and that Z(p, u) c Z(p, q). 
Let z be a neighbour of I~ in Z(p, q) that is not in W, UA,. Then 
k + 12 d(u, z) > d(u, p) = k. Now, if p = u, then z must be adjacent to v. Since z 
is distinct from x, the common neighbour t of z and x with d(q, t) = d(q, x) - 1 
produces one of the forbidden subgraphs. So p is distinct from u, that is k 2 1. 
This implies that p is not in U,,, so that z is not in W,,. Hence z is in A \A,, and 
d(v, z) = d(u, z) G d(x, z). We distinguish two cases. 
Case T. d(u, z) = k -I- 1. 
Let y be a neighbour of p in Z(p, u), and let w be a common neighbour in 
Z(p, q) of y and z with d(q, w) = d(q, y) - 1. Then we have d(v, y) = d(u, y) + 
I= k, and d(u, w) = k. By minimality of n, it follows that w is in W,, U A,, 
whence k + 1 a d(v, w) 3 k. Now d(v, w) = k + 1 yields a conflict between 
Lemma 2 and the existence of y, being adjacent to p and w but not to Z. Hence 
we have d(v, w) = k, so that w is in A,. Thus we get d(x, w) = k - 1, but this 
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creates a contradiction with d(x, z) s d(u, z) = k + 1, because w and z are 
adjacent. This settles Case 1. 
Case 2. d(u, z) = k. 
Let y be a common neighbour of p and z with d(u, y) = k - 1, so that y is in 
I(p, u) E I(p, q). Let w be a common neighbour in I(p, q) of y and z with 
d(q, w) = d(q, y) - 1. Since d(u, z) = k = d(v, y), we also have a common 
ndghbour w’ Gf y and z with d(v, w’) = k - 1. To avoid that p, y, z, w, w’ 
produce a forbidden configuration, we must have that w’ = w, and so d(v, w) = 
k - 1. Since w is in I(p, q) and v is not, we infer that k Z- 2. Moreover, by 
minimal&y of d(p, q), we know that w is in W, UA,, so that d(u, w) d k - 1. 
Since d(u, z) = k, we get d(u, w) = k - 1. Hence w is in A, and d(x, w) = k - 2. 
But now we are in trouble, because we have d(x, z) 3 d(u, z) = k, whereas z is 
adjacent to w. Thus we have settled Case 2 as we!1 as Step 6. 
Step 7. If X is a simplex in N, then w, U l_& A, is convex. 
Set R = X U {u}. Then P = w, U UxE,YA, = UxER WY. Choose any two ver- 
tices p and q in P. Then there are x and y in R such that p is in WX,” and q is ill 
WY. By the previous step we know that I(p, q) c WY U WY c P, and we are 
done. 
Now we can easily complete the proof. Because of the second forbidden 
subgraph in Fig. 1, N is an induced subgraph of a hyperoctahedron. Let X and Y 
be two (possibly empty) simplices partitioning N. Note that, if there are 
non-adjacent vertices in N, then one must be in X and the other in Y. By the last 
step we know that 
H=W,UUA, and H’=w,UUA, 
XEX YEY 
are convex. Since, by definition. these two sets partition the vertex set of G, they 
are halfspaces. Cl 
Proposition 3. Let G be a pseudo-median graph. Let T be a convex set of G, and 
let u be a vertex of G not i’n T. Then the vertices of T that are at minimal distance 
k 2 1 to u induce a simplex Z. Moreover, there exists a unique vertex q with 
d(u, q) 3 k - 1 such that 
n w4 t) = n I(~, w) = I(~, q). 
‘CT WE% 
Proof. Let u be any vertex in T, and let w be any vertex in Z, that is, w is in T 
with d(u, w) = k. If z is the median of u, 21, w, then z is in I(v, MT) E T, and hence 
z must equal w by minimality of k. If x, y, z is the pseudo-median triangle of u, 
u, w, then again we get w = z, and moverover, y must be in Z. This implies that, 
if v and w are not adjacent, then ZJ cannot be in Z. Hence it follows that Z is a 
simplex in G. Furthermore, we conclude that every interval i(u, t) with t in T 
contains some interval I(u, y) with y in Z, which settles the first equality of the 
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proposition. As to the second equality, we may assume that 2 has at least two 
members y and z (otherwise, the desired vertex 4 is the unique vertex in Z). Now 
let 4 be the unique common neighbour of 3’ and z at distance k - 1 to u. For any 
vertex w in Z, we get a common neighbour of w, jr, z at distance k - 1 to u, by 
virtue of Lemma 2. Clearly, this common neighbour must be 4, completing the 
proof. Cl 
Lemma 3. The geodesic convexity of a pseudo-mediarz graph G is S,. 
Proof. Let S and T be two non-empty disjoint convex sets in G. Choose a vertex 
u in S at minimal distance to T. For u and T, let x be ;he vertex with 
I(u, x) = &.I(u, t), guaranteed by Proposition 3. 
If x = u, then choose any neighbour v of u in T, and let N be the common 
neighbourhood of u and v. Since S and T are convex, the common neighbours of 
u and v in S form a simplex as well as those in T. Moreover, we can partition N 
into two simplices X and Y such that N tl S c X and N fl T c_ Y. Let H be the set 
of all verti,ts closer to some vertex in X U {u} than to v, and let H’ be the set of 
all vertices closer to some vertex in Y U {v} than to u. Then, by Proposition 2, 
the sets H and if’ are complementary halfspaces. Clearly, we have S s H and 
T E H’, and thus S and T are separated by halfspaces. 
If x #u, then choose any neighbour v of u in I(u, x). Then v is in I(u, t), for all 
1 in T, and therefore we have T c WY. Certainly we have S n WY = 0 as v is not 
in S. Then, by the preceding argument, we can separate S and VV:” by halfspaces, 
completing the proof. Cl 
It is proven in [23] that, whenever the geodesic convexity of a graph G is Sj, 
then intervals in G are convex. In [5] a direct proof without using S3 or S4 is given 
that intervals in pseudo-median graphs are convex. %he property that intervals in 
a graph are convex is termed interval monotone in [15]. 
Lemma 4. The geodesic convexity of a pseudo-median graph G is JHC. 
Proof. First we show that, if u is a vertex and VW is an edge in G, then the 
convex hull of the triple u, v, w is I(u, v) U I(u, w). 
If d(u, v) #d(u, w), then one o1 c C ‘he two intervals I(u, v), I(u, w) is contained 
in the &her, whence we are done by convexity of intervals. So let d(u, v) = 
d(u, w) = k, and assume that R = I(u, v) U I(u, w) is not convex, where k is as 
small as possible. Note that we have k 2 2. Let s E I(u, v)\I(u, w) and t E 
I(u, w)\I(u, v) be vertices such that I(s, t) is not contained in R with d(s, t) being 
as small as possible. Without loss of generality we may suppose that J(u, s) 2 
d(u, t). By minimality of k, we have I(u, s) n I(u, t) = {u} so that, by pseudo- 
modularity, we can find a neighbour r of s in I(u, s) n I(s, t). By minimality of 
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d(s, t), there is a neighbour z of s in I@, r)\R such that r(z, t) n R = {t}. Let y be 
the common neighbour of r and z in I(t, z) n [(t, r) with d(t, y) = d(t, r) - 1. By 
minimality of d(s, t), we infer that y is in .!?, whence we have y = t. In particular, 
d(s, t) = 2, and z is a common neighbour of s and t outside R, and r is a common 
neighbour of s in t inside R. Moreover, we infer from I(u, s) n I(u, t) = {u} that 
either r = u or u is a common neighbour of r and t. Either case forces t to be 
adjacent to U, so that we have d(w, t) = k - 1, and thus k a d(w, z) 2 k - 1. 
Now, if u is a common neighbour of r and t, then d(u, Y) = 2, whence z cannot 
be adjacent to u. Note that d(w, r) b d(w, u] - 1= k - 1. Furthermore, from the 
choice of s and C, it follows that d(w, s) = d(v, s) + 1 = k - 1. Since d(w, t) = 
F - 1, there is by pseudo-modularity a common neighbour y of s and c with 
d(w, y) = k - 2. But now s and f have three distinct common neighbours r, y, z, 
which is forbidden by Fig. 1. This impossibility yields r = u. If we have 
d(w, z) = k, then we get a conflict with Lemma 2, the vertex t being adjacent to u 
and z but not to s, whereas d( w, s) = d(w, u) = k = d(w, t) + 1. Therefore we 
have d(w, z) = k - 1. Similarly we have d(v, z) = k - 1, whence z, being outside 
R, cannot be adjacent to u. Let s’ be the common neighbour of s and z with 
d(v, s’) = k - 2, and let t’ be the common neighbour of z and P with d(w, t’) = 
k - 2. Note that s and t’ are not adjacent. By Lemma 2, there must be a vertex z’ 
adjacent to s’, z, c’, and u, so that u, s, z’, s’, z induce one of the forbidden 
graphs of Fig. 1. Therefore, we conclude that R = I(u, V) U I(u, w) is convex. 
Let C be a convex set, and let u be an arbitrary vertex. We have to prove that 
the set Q = UyFc I(u, y) is convex. Assume the contrary, and let s and t be 
vertices in Q such that there is a vertex x in I(s, t)\Q. We can find vertices y and 
z in C such that s is in I(u, y) and t is in I(u, z). Now let v and w be vertices in 
I(y, z) such that either v = w is the median vertex of x, y, z, or v is adjacent to w 
and x’, V, w is the pseudo-median triangle for X, y, z. By the first part of the 
proof, the set R = I(u, v) U I(u, w) is convex. Note that, by assumption, x is not 
in R. Hence, by Lemma 3, there are complementary halfspaces H and H’ such 
that x is in H’ and R is contained in H. If both y and z were in H, then the 
convex closure of u, y, z and thus also I(s, t) would be contained in H. Since x is 
in I(s, t) but not in H, it follows that, say, z is in H’. But now we are in trouble, 
for w is on a geodesic oetween x and z, whereas w is in R E H. By this 
impossibility, we have established the convexity of Q. 0 
Concluding remarks 
So far we have considered join spaces under the absence of the ramification 
property. Actually, this property is too demandilrzg for discrete objects like 
graphs. as the following conditions are equivalent for a connected graph G. 
(i) G is a join space with the ramification property; 
(ii) any three neighbours of a vertex induce either a triangle or a path in G; 
(iii) G is either a path, or a circuit, .,: an induced subgraph of a 
hyperoctahedron. 
If G is finite, then the preceding conditions are quivalen+ to the following: 
(iv) G can be embedded isometrically on a sphere. 
We only sketch the proof. 
To prove that (i) implies (ii), observe that in a grdph join space intervals are 
convex. Then the ramification property forces at least two edges between any 
three distinct neighbours of a vertex. 
Assume that (ii) holds. If no vertex has degree more than 2, then G is either a 
path or a circuit. So let J_J be a vertex of degree at least 3. Then v and its 
neighbours form an induced subgraph of a hyperoctahedron. Moreover any 
vertex at distance 2 from r~ must be adjacent to all neighbours of U. Finally, there 
is at most one vertex at distance 2 and no vertex at distance 3 from V. 
It is straightforward to check that (iii) implies (i). 
Finally, for a finite graph G satisfying the first three conditions, embeddability 
on a sphere is evident. To verify that (iv) implies (ii), note that a graph G inherits 
the ramification property and S3 from the sphere, where it isometrically embeds. 
Then G has convex intervals, and so (ii) follows immediately. 
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